Congratulations 2022 BHS Graduates

Hannah Abajian
Cassidi Alverson
Brock Anderson
Paige Anderson
Madelyn Baker
Paige Bauer
Maegan Beal
Cody Blough
Henry Bridgeman
Liam Brown
Daniel Bruno
Noel Bunch
Cade Callkins
Adam Campbell
Tanner Cable
Richard Calks
Hallie Cook
Jaxon Corbett
Alexis Creager
Ethan Crompton
Alejandro Cruz
Frida Daehling
Brendon Daehling
Cameron Daehling
Annlee Davidson
Lawson Dave
Libby DeCoteau
Jesse Diffendaffer
Sveno Dean
Madeline Dodd
Dayde Dorn
Isabel Ends
Evan Erickson
Donovan Esparza
Kyle Finnegan
Jette French
Hope Friskey
Aubrey Garcia
Emma Geiger
Sidney Gerner
Jackson Giles
Brenden Gilliland
Garrett Glasser
Lillian Goodmote
Max Goodrich
Sophie Green
Hudson Grindith
Isaac Guzman
Ahlii Haberson
Erick Hatanaoka
Zhaya Hawk
Jazmin Heidt
Ayla Herronson
Graycen Hoyart
Ethan Hill
Jade Hobert
Allison Hocker
Sydney Hocker
Brenden Hofmeister
Tyler Holden
Holden James
Jenna Jenkins
Dawson Johnson
Martin Jouhar
Marc Kasprzak
Devin Kaufman
Micaela Kigoe
Adellia Kirkpatrick
Anthony Knobloch
Lia Koolstra
Olivia Krueger
Adalys Lamey
Margaret Langar
Caden Loe-Midgitt
Kenna Lorenzen
Quinton Low
Daniel Lucero
Nevaeh Lucero
Skyler Lucas
Isabella Lukensow
Alexandria Mahoney
Kellen Marks
Kyras Martinez
Connor Maxwell
Jonas May
Jerek Mayhew
Alicia Miller
Kade Miller
Alexander Moonin
Mary Morgan
Xochitl Note Leon
Elena Ogle
Ally Padilla
Taylor Parsons
Matthew Pelphrey
Alexander Perricelli
Madison Peterson
Sierra Pirkney
Anika Pivetta
Travis Pope
Alexander Premo
Sidney Premo
Nathaniel Prewitt
Garrett Purman
Katharine Rafferty
Derek Rennaker
Jaycee Richards
Jesse Rodriguez
Josiah Rodriguez
Bryant Root
Miranda Roth
Kaden Sandvik
Samara Santos
Aiden Scaggs
Katherine Schaller
Kaden Schiller
Tyler Schmecker
Zoe Schoe
Christian Schram
Sarah Schumacher
Kyle Sethre
Garvin Sherman
Bailey Short
Charles Simpson
Emma Smith
Wyatt Spear
Skyler Spirit
Dalton Spitz
Aiden Stalnaker
Nevaeh Stanford
Koda Sterling
Michael Tatsumi
Christopher Tennieff
William VanderWaal
Molly VanValkenburg
Alayja Vitalis
Zackary Vlieze
Chase Weic
Jesse White
Annabelle Wiggins
Jeremy Wilson
Colab Wittemberg
Jonah Wyant
Blake Wysock
Jared York
Jesse Young
Nolan Young
Trenton Young

Berthoud High School Senior Honors Convocation
Tuesday, May 24, 2022

CLASS OF 2022
OPENING
Color Guard post, National Anthem
Welcome

Mr. Gordon Boschman, Principal

BERTHOUD HIGH DEPARTMENT AWARDS
Language Arts.........................Ted Fabiano
Mathematics..........................David Moore
Library.................................Carin Barrett
Science.................................Scott Kindt
Social Sciences......................Kayla Steele
World Language......................Counseling Office
STEM...................................Kristal Domenico

Senior Male Athlete of the Year
Senior Female Athlete of the Year
3 Sport 4 Year Athlete Award
Mr. Michael DeWall, Assistant Principal/Athletic Director of BHS

Spartan of the Year Award
Mr. Michael DeWall, Assistant Principal/Athletic Director of BHS

SENIOR SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
Berthoud Lions Club Scholarship
Mary Jane Meining Memorial Scholarship
PEO STAR Scholarship
Loveland Elks Lodge #1051 Scholarship
Loveland Rotary’s Dan Chenoweth Memorial Scholarship
PHILO Scholarship

Chapter AS PEO Scholarship
Ted & Mabel Thompson Loveland Valentine Scholarship
Loveland Berthoud Association of Realtors Vocational Scholarship
Law Office of Brady, McFarland & Lord Scholarship
Tim Gibson Memorial Scholarship
RE/MAX Alliance Local Excellence Scholarship
Berthoud Salomonson/Fickel Scholarship
Berthoud High School Endowment Scholarship
Mark Marshall Foundation Scholarship
Doyle & Luvesta Frances Jones Scholarship

DISTINCTION DIPLOMA
To receive a distinction diploma, students must take classes above the general diploma requirements.

ACADEMIC HONORS (Cum Laude)
BHS Counseling Dept.

SCHOLARSHIPS/AWARDS STUDENTS SELF REPORTED
BHS Counseling Dept.

TOP 10%
Valedictorian and Salutatorian
Mr. Gordon Boschman, Principal

Closing remarks by Mr. Gordon Boschman, Principal

Special Thanks to Mr. Ted Fabiano for being the MC for this evening